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Purpose of this presentation

� Comment on the current climate of climate 

change

� Present some facts about climate change

What to expectWhat to expect

� Discuss the role of the urban forest in climate 

change mitigation

� Propose a case for the urban forester to 

become a leader in climate change/ 

sustainability planning

� Conclude with the benefits to your program



What do we mean when 
we talk about climate 
change?





Climate Change

Climate change is a term that refers to major changes in 
temperature, rainfall, snow, or wind patterns lasting for decades or 
longer. Both human-made and natural factors contribute to climate 
change.

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/downloads/Climate_Change_Science_Facts.pdf



• Human causes include burning fossil fuels, cutting down forests, 
and developing land for farms, cities, and roads. These activities all 
release greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.

• Natural causes include changes in the Earth’s orbit, the sun’s 
intensity, the circulation of the ocean and the atmosphere, and 
volcanic activity.volcanic activity.

Although the Earth’s climate has changed many times throughout its 

history, the rapid warming seen today cannot be explained by 

natural processes alone.

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/downloads/Climate_Change_Science_Facts.pdf



Weather and Climate Change

� U.S. and Global Temperature rise

� Heat Waves

� Drought

Weather and Climate ChangeWeather and Climate Change

� Drought

� US and Global Precipitation

� Heavy Precipitation

� Tropical Cyclone Intensity



Other Changes

� Ocean heat

� Sea surface temperature

� Coral die-off

Sea level rise

� Snow cover

� Snow pack

� Heat-related death

Growing season length

Other changes to our worldOther changes to our world

� Sea level rise

� Ocean acidity

� Arctic ice melt

� Glacier melt

� Lake ice

� Growing season length

� Plant hardiness zones

� Leaf and bloom dates

� Bird wintering range

� Lake ice



What about local issues?



Miami Beach, 2009







Hollywood, FL



Is it real?Is it real?





POLITICO: Gov. Perry, Gov. Huntsman was not specific about names, but 

the two of you do have a difference of opinion about climate change. Just 

recently in New Hampshire, you said that weekly and even daily scientists 

are coming forward to question the idea that human activity is behind 

climate change. Which scientists have you found most credible on this 

subject?

PERRY: Well, I do agree that there is — the science is — is not settled on 

this. The idea that we would put Americans’ economy at — at — at 

jeopardy based on scientific theory that’s not settled yet, to me, is just — is 

nonsense. I mean, it — I mean — and I tell somebody, I said, just because 

you have a group of scientists that have stood up and said here is the fact, 

Galileo got outvoted for a spell.



U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
concluded its 2010 review of climate 
science saying these are “settled 
facts”: The “Earth system is warming” 
and “much of this warming is very 
likely due to human activities.”

The Washington Post’s fact check on the 
issue found that there was a consensus 
in surveys of climate-change experts – as 
high as 98 percent – that manmade 
climate change is fact.



What are the FACTS?





Where do we come in?Where do we come in?



Trees and Climate ChangeTrees and Climate Change

� Trees sequester carbon.  They take in carbon dioxide 

through their leaves and use the carbon to produce 

food.  The carbon gets stored in the tree as wood

� Trees reduce energy demand and consumption by � Trees reduce energy demand and consumption by 

shading and cooling buildings, or blocking wind to 

reduce heating needs

� Reduced energy demand means reduced carbon 

emissions

� Trees also prevent erosion and manage stormwater



Carbon sequestrationCarbon sequestration

� One acre of trees in Chicago can sequester 2.7 tons of 

carbon per year from the atmosphere

(Nowak, 1994)

In 2007, US forests sequestered carbon dioxide � In 2007, US forests sequestered carbon dioxide 

equivalent to 13 percent of the gross national 

greenhouse gas emissions 

(World Resources Institute, 2010) 



The trees in Manatee County, The trees in Manatee County, 

Florida sequester over Florida sequester over 58,00058,000
tonstons of carbon each year from of carbon each year from 

the atmosphere, and store a the atmosphere, and store a the atmosphere, and store a the atmosphere, and store a 

total of almost total of almost 7.5 million tons 7.5 million tons 
of carbon (2009 data).of carbon (2009 data).



Town of Davie, FL Trees at Work

� Town of Davie annual carbon dioxide emissions = 
754,383 tons per year (CSA)

� Town of Davie annual carbon dioxide sequestration 
= 8,410 tons per year (MEI)

� Town of Davie annual C02 avoidance = 894 tons 
per year (MEI)

� Existing Tree Canopy offsets 4.5 percent of 
annual emissions 

� Greater than Miami-Dade (1.8 percent) and 
Gainesville (3.4 percent)



What is one ton?



Trees reduce energy consumption



What is the US doing about 
Climate Change?Climate Change?





What Communities are DoingWhat Communities are Doing



The case for city leadership on climate change is strong 

• Cities consume over two‐thirds of the world’s energy and account for more than 70% 

of global CO2 emissions, the most prevalent of the greenhouse gases (GHG). 

• Cities are growing ‐‐ more than half of the world’s population now lives in cities and 

by 2050 this figure will rise to three‐quarters. 

• Cities are vulnerable to climate change: 75% of urban settlements are located in 

coastal areas at risk from sea‐level rise, for example. 



Climate Change Action Plans 

� Outline a communities objectives to mitigate 

and/or prepare for the impacts of climate 

change

Also called Sustainability Plans

change

� Develop a series of actions that the 

community will undertake to meet the 

objectives

� Plan where funding will be sought



What is included?

� Public transportation 

� Alternative fuels for vehicles

� Energy efficiency� Energy efficiency

� Waste reduction/ recycling

� Low-impact development

� Green building standards

� Alternative energy



Who has one?
� New York 

� Los Angeles 

� Chicago 

� Houston

� Portland

� Hong Kong 

� Madrid 

� Paris 

� Mexico City 

� Sydney� Portland

� San Francisco

� Seattle 

� Miami

� San Diego

� Sydney

� Amsterdam

� Stockholm 

� London

� Tokyo 



What about trees???



Trees need an advocate

� Some communties use task force approach

� Some communities do the work in-house

� Some communties hire consultants

Most consultants do not consider trees as part 

of climate change planning because they do 

not know what trees do to



Broward County (FL) Climate 
Change Action Plan – May, 2010

� Action NU-2.1 (HIGH) Encourage urban

reforestation 

Action NU-2.2 (HIGH) Perform canopy study� Action NU-2.2 (HIGH) Perform canopy study

� Action NU-2.3 (HIGH) Continue NatureScape

program 

� Action NU-2.4 (MED) Pursue grants to 
increase tree canopy 



Major tree planting initiatives in 
other plans

� Los Angeles and Chicago– plant one million 

trees

New Orleans – increase canopy from 24% to � New Orleans – increase canopy from 24% to 

50%

� Boston – plant 100,000 trees

� Key West – plant 10,000 trees (including

mangroves)

� Miami-Dade County - increase canopy from

10% to 30%



Other types of initiatives in other 
plans

� Atlanta – tree protection ordinance requiring

permit for removal and a tree trust fund

Miami – hire an urban forester� Miami – hire an urban forester

� Miami-Dade – strategic tree planting added

to ordinance

� New York – adaptive tree planting

techniques, use of trees in drainage areas



Town of Davie, FL Trees at Work

� Town of Davie annual carbon dioxide emissions = 
754,383 tons per year (CSA)

� Town of Davie annual carbon dioxide sequestration 
= 8,410 tons per year (MEI)

� Town of Davie annual C02 avoidance = 894 tons 
per year (MEI)

� Existing Tree Canopy offsets 4.5 percent of 
annual emissions 

� Greater than Miami-Dade (1.8 percent) and 
Gainesville (3.4 percent)

THIS IS MORE THAN ALL OTHER ITEMS IN THE 
TOWN’S SUSTAINABILITY PLAN PROVIDE AT THE 
PRESENT TIME – LETS PRESERVE AND IMPROVE 
THIS RESOURCE



Incorporating tree planting and 

preservation into climate change planning 

can engage the public in the process.  It 

doesn’t require them to make changes to 

their habits (such as using public 

transportation, recycling, or buying 

get involved

people like trees

transportation, recycling, or buying 

different kinds of light bulbs).  And….



Use this natural link to improve 
your program

� Additional grant funding – not just urban and 

community forestry grants.  Block grants, 

energy efficiency and conservation grants, 

climate change grants, etc.climate change grants, etc.

� Analyze the benefits that your tree are 

already providing and justify your 

expenditures.  Use i-Tree, CITYGreen or 

equivalent planning tool.





Example of classified 

aerial photograph



Example of classified 

aerial photograph



Use this natural link to improve 
your program

� Partnerships – team with your local 

advocacy groups (i.e. Audubon, Sierra Club, 

tree boards), other city departments, your 

county and neighboring communities.county and neighboring communities.

� Find meetings in which you can present the 

benefits that your trees are providing.

� Spread the word – trees are good!  

� Prepare report and signs that people can 

understand.







Thank You

Justin E. Freedman 

jfreedman@metriceng.comjfreedman@metriceng.com

Phone: 305-235-5098


